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GJz Now tell your name and what you're going to do and then 
I'll come in, 
JD1 Okay. This is Jerry Davis and I'm conducting an interview 
with Mr, Garnie Jones, and this is June 25, 1976. 
GJz This is Garnie Jones and I live in Huntington, West Virginia, 
and I'm 79 years old, I was in the first World War, I 
served overseas most of the six months I was in the war 
in six months. eh, I went in the war in February 1918 
and I was inducted into the Camp Lee, Virginia, went to 
Camp Lee, Virginia, that's ins~. Petersburg, Virginia, 
and we stayed there a few days and then eh, fourteen days 
we stayed there fourteen days and then we were supposed 
to go overseas. We had our overseas bag, our clothes 
on, we had our bags and we were getting ready to go and 
we were supposed to leave there at one minute after the 
hour of a: night and one minute before the hour they 
quarantined the camp and eh we had to stay in camp JO 
more days because on account of the in--, the flu. 
JD1 What, what, eh, what was your, what was the camp like·. 
from what you remember about it? 
GJ1 Now the camp was nice. It was sandy, you know, and the 
camp was real nice, The barracks was real nice. We 
had good outbuildings, and a nice mess hall to eat out 
of and eh everybody was real nice even all the eh officers 
noncommissioned and officers both, all but one. We had 
a we had a second, er, first, we had a second lieutenant 
that was, eh, overbearing, (Oh) and that's the one that 
eh, all the rest of them was real nice. And then during 
the when I was, eh, quarantined in, I was or, I was, eh, 
I had I had the Captain to get me a tent and eh put it 
in between the barracks so I could stay outside instead 
of inside. And during that time they was a hundred, 
a hundred men died in Camp Lee, that's all the camp, a 
hundred men died in that JO days and 140 was sent back 
home. And, eh, we stayed in the tent, and we had to 
stand guard of a night cause you had to have each 
company had to have a guard so they wouldn't go from 
one company to another, And, eh, me and Walter Hamilton 
was the only one that didn't take the flu, so me and him 
stood guard for eight nights, all night long from daylight 
till dark until daylight, nobody just the two of us, and 
there wasn't nobody else able to stand up hardly. (Oh) 
JD: Was he from around here: 
GJ1 He's from Huntington. 
JD: Huntington, too? 
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GJ: · Yeah, Walter Hamilton was from Huntington. 
JD: Oh, I see. Did you both enlist together or get drafted 
-tYeah}- together, or -tYeah, got drafted together, Yeah}-
Now, you were in you were in Illinois or Illinois when 
you were drafted? 
GJ: I was in Illinois when they sent me a letter, but I 
didn't want to be drafted out of Illinois, I came back 
to Huntington. (Oh, I see) I was in Illinois working 
on a farm. I came back here and they drafted me out 
of Huntington and I left here and eh, 
JD: Did did you think at the time when the war started, did 
you think at first the United States would get involved 
or that we would actually get into the war? 
GJ: Well, yes I did because, eh, the boats they sank in them 
harbors over there, the Mediterranean Sea I believe it 
was, but anyhow, they sank two or three and said there 
was only one of them but I heard after that there was 
two or three that sank. (Yeah) They generally sank 
them and then that Btarted the whole thing. 
JD: So you kind of expected us to get into the. war. 
GJ: Yeah, I expected us to get into it. You see the war was 
going on when I went out to Illinois to work on a farm, 
but I wasn't 21 yet. (Oh, I see) And, eh, I became 21 
on May the 21st, 1897, eh, and I mean, eh, 19, eh, I was 
28, 21 May the 1st, er, May_ the 21st, 1918, and I was 
drafted in the army in, eh, September the 4th, 1919. (19) 
JD: Did you like Wilson, er, do you remember anything about 
President Wilson? 
GJ1 Yeah, I liked Wilson pretty well. I mean, he was, eh, 
he told a little fib one time. He said if he would get 
elected the second time that he wouldn't have, we wouldn't 
have no war and we wouldn't b.e no war in it. But, he got 
every woman in the United States we had to vote for him. 
-~laughter}- So did the boys. (Yeah) But, eh, he couldn't 
help it. Congress declared war. It wasn't he didn't 
deciare war. - Of course, he signed the papers, but he 
wasn't the one that declared it. It wasn't Wilson that 
declared war. It was Congress that declared the war 
and of course, eh, Wilson had to, eh, sign the papers to 
go on with it. (Yeah) But, I figured there would be a 
war because all the nations up there was in an uproar, 
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GJ: (Con't) Gennany, and Italy and all them nations and 
the United,England wasn't wasn't, eh, too much involved, 
they was kind of keeping quiet, but, eh, the United States 
was keeping quiet but they had some of their boats over 
there. That's the ones they sank that started the whole 
thing a going. 
JD: Do, were the people in the area very much concerned about 
the war or in Huntington in general were they for going 
in or for helping -twell}- England and France and against 
Gennany, or 
GJ: Yes, all all all of Huntington and all I guess all other 
towns they was, eh, they wanted a war in a way, but they 
didn't want it over here, they didn't care if they had 
it overseas, they didn't want to bring the anny over 
here. But, eh, I guess they knew about what they'd do 
to the country if they got bombed over here. (they did) 
But, eh, we was all enthused over it. I guess I was 
just 21 years old and in just (Yeah) in favor of being 
what I want (Yeah) and, eh, I didn't I wouldn't care to 
be drafted, I was, I had a mother and a daughter* staying 
with me and they drafted me and I had to find them a 
place to live while I was overseas. I moved out of one 
place into another to a two room, three room apartment 
so they would have somewhere to live while I was overseas. 
Then when I come back I got a better place. But, eh, 
on when we left, eh, to go we we was there JO days on 
account of quarantine then we left, and when we was 
eh, on a small boat we had to walk about 6 miles to get 
onto a small boat, channel boat, then we went to Camp, 
to Roanoke, Virginia, and boarded the big boat there. 
And they's 21 ships in there full of soldiers. 
JD: They were all going over? 
GJ: Yeah, they were all going over, so when we left there 
well, they was 21, 20 or 21, I got, maybe it was 20, it was 
20 shiploads of soldiers, they had two battleships and 
they had four torpedo boats and four, four destroyers, 
and eh they went along with us. Of course, they was all 
around us, they was in front of us, in behind us, and 
on all sides, and, eh, they was just a guard. 
JD: Kind of escort you over to -~Yeah, I suppose so}- what 
-~but, go ahead}- what what what was your what was what 
do you remember about your eiperiences on board going 
over, was it a rough voyage or the food was good or bad, er, 
GJ: Well nowj the food was a ood. We didn't have no trouble 
with the food, but, eh, - when I when we first started over 
the sea was calm and then after we got out about 4 days 
*he means sister 
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GJ1 (Con't) the sea got, eh, the ocean got rough (Oh, I see) 
and, eh, it was really tossin' the boat around and I got 
seasick. (laughter) - tlaughter+-
JD1 Naomi* was telling me about some guy on board had some 
lemons -tyeah}- or something. 8ould you tell me about 
that? 
GJ1 Well now, over here in Roanoke he bought a half a bushel 
basket of lemons. Lemons would usually settle your 
stomach, and he sold them lemons for a dollar a piece. 
I think he give about three cents a piece for them. He 
sold them for a dollar a piece and he sold every one 
of them. And the funny part, he sold them all, didn't 
even save himself one (laughter) and then he got sick 
and he didn't have anything to cure him. (laughter) 
JD: They wouldn't anyone give him back-tno+- a lemon or 
sell him back a lemon? 
GJ1 Wouldn't even sell him back a lemon, and they kept the 
lemons for quite a little while going over. They 
didn't suck all the juice out in one day, they'd go 
back every once in a while and suck some of the juice. 
Of course, some of them was stole from different ones 
and all that, buteh after we was out in the ocean we 
became a, eh, we came into a storm, yeah, we came 
into a storm after we was out in the ocean a few days, 
and the boat that we was on all the aerials blowed off 
that night. When w~ went to bed that ev~ning, or 
started to go to bed, that's when the right after that 
the big storm came up. We was in line with the convoy 
(Oh, I see) and, eh, and so this big storm, and I was, I was 
guard that night and I was on deck, on third deck on 
as guard on third deck, and, eh, all the aerials blowed 
down and they had about 20 Filipinos on there as sailors 
and you could see them going up and down them stacks you 
know trying to fix them wires so we could find out where 
we was at or get back in line, or something. (Yeah) 
And, eh, during the night sometime, before morning, they 
did get the wires back up, but it stopped storming. And 
I was on the third deck and our captain, he was, eh, he 
had a place on the third deck, when he came out and I 
said you better get back in there, I said, these waves 
are breaking over the third deck, and course, I don't 
guess he believed me because he just come on out. About 
the time he got out away from the door about 15 or 20 
feet we was looking up about that time a big wave come 
over (laughter) and swept him across the deck and I had 
to grab him. (laughter) I grabbed him and got him back 
in the where he was supposed to be, in his headquarters, 
and he never showed up no more that night, he stayed 
*Mr, Jones' daughter 
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GJ: (Con't) in the headquarters, but if I hadn't have been 
there, he would've went on over. (over) So, next 
afternoon, though, before he come out of his headquarters, 
he was staying in there -tlaughter}- (laughter) but, eh, 
but, I, he was scared to death when I got him in, opened 
the door and shoved him in, he was white as a sheet. But, 
eh, then then the next morning then the wireless was all 
fixed up and when we when we got when we got daylight 
enough to see, we all come up on deck while we could. The 
ocean was calm then and the boat was drifting all right. 
We could see a torpedo boat way in the distance coming 
towards us. Well, eh, it was he wasn't long a com- , he 
wasn't long catching us, you know, getting around us, 
and he kept going around us because, eh, you know if 
there would've been a tor-, eh, submarine somewhere 
they could have sunk us easy. (Yeah) There wasn't no-
body there. Course, we had detectives and all that, if if 
one was supposed to be around we was supposed to detect 
it, I don't know, they slip upon you. So, eh, they, eh, 
that was about, that was in the morning about 9 o'clock, 
something like that, or 10 o'clock, we could see him 
coming. Then by noon he was in with us, see. Around 
2 o'clock, it was about 2 o'clock in the afternoon, 
we could see, eh, another boat, it turned out to be a 
submarine chaser. See, he he was coming back to join 
this and be with us, too. And when we went to bed that 
night, it got dark and we all turned in, well they had, 
eh, they had them two, we had them two boats around but 
we could see smoke 'wa~r in the distance. And, eh, it 
looked like a fire would be around here. But, eh, we 
asked a guy on the, eh, submarine chaser what it was 
and he said it was the convoy ahead of us. And, eh, 
we asked him when we we catch up with him, and he said 
well, before morning. And then you know they'd, they was 
bound to have been way ahead of us ain't they (Yeah) 
to catch up that to take that long to catch up. Well the 
next morning we was in our place in the convoy where we 
belonged, where we belonged, but, eh, it was scary,-tlaughterf-
JD: Oh, I imagine it was. Was, eh, this other guy that you 
mentioned that was from Huntington did you two, eh, room 
together or were you in together, did you see a lot of 
each other? 
GJ: Yeah, we seen a lot of each other. Yeah, we had, eh, 
we had our places to stay right close and me and Walter 
did, and, eh, we jammed together all the time while we 
was in the army and, eh, he was even drafted out from 
8amp Dix, New Jersey, the same day I did. (Oh, I see) 
And, eh, he stayed right with me all the time, but,eh, 
that was a rough experience. We could've got shot down 
by a torpedo mighty easily. (Going over) It mi~ht have 
went around. -tlaughtert- (laughter) So when, eh, we 
got, eh, over we got in with them and then the next 
morning well,eh, you know they was communicating back 
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GJs (Con't) and forth to each other, course they wasn't 
supposed, .you wasn't supposed to wear no belt buckle 
that was light, you know, had any glare in it. You 
couldn't wear a, you couldn't wear a wristwatch, you 
couldn't wear a tie pin or anything, you couldn't 
wear anything that would glare in the night or glisten 
or make any kind of reflection at all over night.(Oh) 
You wasn't allowed, wasn't allowed to have anything. 
And we had all of our messkits we eat off of, they was, 
eh, downstairs and I mean we wasn't allowed, wasn't 
allowed upon deck with anything like that. They even 
they even had rails, they had copper rails, some copper 
rails, and they painted them black, all them, all them 
was · painted black so they wouldn 1 t show up at night 
at all. Anything on the boat that you would think would 
be aglitter or anything, all that was all painted, painted 
black, and, eh, the ship was almost covered with black 
paint. -~laughter+-
JD1 Did you get to go all over the ship and look it over or 
look around or was that the first time you had been on 
a boat like that? 
GJ: That's the first time I ever been on a boat like that, 
but, eh, the captain of the boat, he took us around 
and let us, eh, see different things. He even took us 
downstairs to show us the big motors and all that. 
But, eh, but, I don't know, I guess that was, eh, that 
was one ~f the scariest times, but I had another one 
after that. (eh) When we went on overseas th~n we went 
into, we got in, eh, Brest, France, November the 11th, 
the day the armistice was signed. (Oh, I) But, eh, 
the old captain there in the camp told us we only had 
three more days, if we had lasted three more days 
they would've, we would've went on up front. We just 
missed it by three days. After we got in Brest, well, 
eh, we stayed there the next day before we got off the 
boat, and that morning about 10 o'clock when we got 
off the boat, eh, all roads was lined with Frenchmen. 
See, we walked about three miles to our camp where our 
barracks was at off the road. 
JD: Did you have to, did you have backpacks and your guns, 
-~Yeah, yeah}- did you have to take all that with you? 
GJ: Yeah, I had all that with me at that time. Sometimes 
we wouldn't, but I.mean at'that time we had everything. 
And, eh, the old men and the old women they were, see 
they wer~ all along the road on both sides and they were 
crying, and then them young fellers they was ahollering 
you know, was shouting and hollering we win, we win. 
Well, of course, we did, I mean they was part French and 
part American both in half far as that's concerned. 
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GJz And then we did win, but I mean they was, eh, joyous 
that they, eh, they couldn't hardly stand still because, 
eh, some of their brothers and some of the girls' husbands 
and the fathers and all was killed in action. And, eh, 
so, I guess it was kind of a jubilee then. (Yes, to them) 
To them, to, eh, have it over with, but, eh, we had a 
pretty nice time walking that three mile, then we got 
into a camp, or a barracks. But, eh, we had it pretty 
nice there. We didn't stay there very long and we was 
transferred to what you call San Anyon, France. Well, 
we got on a, we got on a, eh, boxcar, that was evening 
late we got on a boxcar. We set on a boxcar, 40 men or 
eight horses.(Oh) It was a cattle car, and we shipped in 
that cattle car. You know, 40 men on a thing like that, 
you ain't gonna lay down. (No) And, eh, we shipped there 
from San Anyan and then we stayed there most of the time. 
And then we just finally transferred to Sambien, Sambien, 
France, and we stayed there the rest of the time at Sambien 
until they sent us back. 
JD: What did, what did you all do when you were in those 
different camps, did you, could you go out on the towns 
or walk around or did you have certain things you had 
to do? 
GJz We had certain things we had to do, but you could get a 
three - day, eh, I believe it was 24 hours, we could get a 
24 hour pass, that's what it was. 
JD: Did you see many of the men coming back from the front, er, 
GJ: Yes, we did. We seen a lot of them coming back. Lot of 
'em was, you know, crippled, lot of 'em were wrapped up 
still when we seen them, they was comin' back towards us, 
and was coming back over to the United States. Yeah, we 
seen a lot of them. A lot of 'em was crippled and a lot 
of them was not, a lot of em' was all right, they had 
their packs and everything , goin' in on the boat, and, eh, 
JD: Did you like France.from what you saw of it? 
GJ: Yeah, I liked France from what I saw of it. I didn't get 
to see Paris, we never got, we didn't get too far too far 
in France. We stayed mostly in Sambien, but we we did go 
to different, some different places. And, eh, one, one day 
we got the corporal to take us, eh, they had a, they had 
a billet over there and, eh, this here Bonnie Annie, is 
that her name, made a captain, a French captain (I believe 
so) well, we went to her we went to her we walked to her 
we walked and went around and on the inside and everything 
we seen her cat, her billet they call it (Oh) and they let 
us go all the way through it, ah, it was, it was something 
to look at, I mean, eh, the inside, the outside, and they 
was a French, eh, French soldier was there too the same 
time she was, but I think the French soldier got killed 
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GJs (Con't) and I don't know really know whether the girl 
got killed or not. I forgot, I don't remember. But it 
seems to me like she did get killed, so, eh, French 
officer. 
JDs Do you, what did you do back in camp when you -didn't have 
a pass? Did you all play a lot of cards, er, sing -~Yeah+-
songs or how did you pass your time away like that, did 
GJ: Well, it's pretty cold over there and we, eh, we, eh, had, 
eh, big ole G.I. can we filled up with wood where we 
could find the wood and we'd take turn abouts staying up 
all night and keepin' that fire goin' and then they had 
card tables, they had card games on, sittin' on the ground. 
(Oh, I see) See the place wasn't in under nothing, just 
the dirt. We spread us an army blanket down and 10 or 15 
get around and have a card game, have a crap game, er, and, 
eh, we'd choose up every once in a while to see who's going 
to keep the fire going, and I kept it going one night. 
(laughter) Cause I didn't play cards nohow, so, so I kept 
it, I believe I kept it I believe I kept the fire going 
two different nights. And, eh, they had that kind of 
amusement and, and of course we had to keen our rifles 
clean and keep our clothes clean and, eh, over there we 
used to, there's a French woman over there that washed 
and we'd take our clothes down to her and, and then 
four or five days later we'd get them back. It always, 
she always take our number and give us a little ole thing 
that looked like a brass square, that was the number was 
on was on the clothes. And I lost my tag one time and I 
had to get my corporal, .he could speak French, (Oh, I see) 
I had to go down there and she wouldn't give me my clothes, 
so, I got this corporal to go with me, He went down and 
explained, you know, about me having clothes there and I'd 
had them there before and the old French woman nodded her 
head you know, she knowed me. (She recognized you) But 
she wasn't gonna give me my clothes without the tag, She 
was gonna to keep them for her husband. So, eh, he convinced 
her that's who it belonged to and she went and got them. 
JD: Did you buy things when you were in France, er, 
GJ: I bought some souvenirs is all. I didn't buy very much 
of anything. I bought, eh, eh, I don't know, I bought 
a knife and some earrings and some different things like 
that, not a whole lot to amount to anything, but the 
durned things over there were so high. 
JD1 Even at the close of the war they were still high, er, 
-tYeah}- . they wanted a lot for 'em. 
GJ: They had, eh, cigarettes over there. While I was in the 
army they never gave us no cigarette at all only just 
they gave us a little plug of tobacco and, eh, a little 
little package of smoking tobacco and that's all they 
uive us. But I didn't chew or smoke either but I'd 
0 
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GJ1 (Con't) always get in line and get mine and give it to 
somebody else. (Yeah) You just got one little plug 
about that big square and one little package of smokin' 
tobacco and they made cigarettes out of that. They'd 
use cigarette papers and eh, we went to the little store 
there where we was at I was in there one day just lookin' 
around, I bought some English walnuts. When I first went 
in there, a dime, I think a dime was very many get a 
whole handful, er, almost get my helmet full of English 
walnuts for a dime. When I left there, you could, you 
could hold all you wanted to in your hand for a dollar. 
(For a dollar) Yeah. (That much difference) That much 
difference. They was gettin' that much more money off 
of us. (Gee) And, eh, they had cigarettes in the store, 
United States cigarettes, in the store, and eh, they was, 
eh, two dollars a pack. That'd be two dollars for 20 
cigarettes. Well, the Americans didn't have nothing to 
do with that, that was sold by the French. And, eh, they 
had candy bars, Hershey's five cent candy bars, Hershey's, 
you could buy them anytime you wanted to for ninety cents. 
(ninety cents) Ninety cents. (That's higher than what 
they are today even) And then, eh, I seen some, eh, 
peaches on the shelf and, eh, they was three dollars a can. 
I mean Americans sold, American peaches, Hunts and all 
that stuff was shipped over there for us to use and the 
French got ahold of it and put it on the shelves and sold 
it back to us. 
JD: Turned around and sold it back at a higher -tYeahf- price 
and made a profit on it. 
GJ: Made, oh shoot, made a hundred percent profit.(profit) 
But, eh, they confiscated all that they could get ahold 
of in order to sell it back to us, see. But, eh, I didn't 
buy, I did, I bought, I pought a, I bought one bar of 
candy, ninety cents, and, eh, we had, eh, great big long 
place on the outside we called for, we used for a toilet 
and we'd dig, everytime we'd change camps we'd dig a, 
dig our own hole. Our own hole, and then we had a two 
by four that was stretched acrossed it and you could just 
sit over top that two by four and use the bathroom right 
there. And whenever we left camp we had to cover that up 
and when we got to the other camp we had to dig us another 
hole. Didn't have nothing like that. And, eh, I I bought, 
eh, you about done? (No) I bought candy, I bought candy 
drops, these little drops of candy you have belong at 
Christmas time and I bought several of them off the girls. 
They come down where we was at and they'd go along and 
sell them for a dime them little ole coffee, them cons, 
they were sellin' them for a dime apiece. (Dime apiece) 
Yeah, it was American candy. (Candy) Yeah, it was American 
candy and they sold them for a dime apiece. Now I bought 
several of them, but I didn't think a dime was too much. 
Course, we didn't have no sweet stuff. Always all the time 
we was in the army we didn't and, eh, overseas vie never had 
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GJ: (Can't) no, no sweet stuff only one time when we was on 
a boat coming back we had, eh, pancakes one morning 
with syrup, just one time. (One time) One time. 
JD: What kind of food did they serve to you when you were 
there in France most of the time, was it 
GJ: Well they had, they had, eh, real potatoes because they 
shipped them in there and they had, they had American, 
eh, bread and, eh, all, of course they had them dried 
eggs, we had dried eggs and once in a while we'd get a 
piece of bacon, not very often. 
JD: Did you like the dried eggs? 
GJ: Well, I got used to them. (After so long a time?) 
- tlaughter+ - Did't like 'em at first. When I went in 
the army I didn't like, eh, coffee black, I couldn't 
drink it at all black and I wouldn't, and I wouldn't 
drink it with sugar in it~ When we got in Camn Lee 
the first thing they done, they shoved black coffee at 
us with sugar in it. And, eh, that's what, that's the 
only kind we ever had during the war was black coffee 
with sugar in it. Course they was something else they 
put in there to, I guess, something, they put something 
else in there and we couldn't taste what it was. And, 
eh, to hold us down, I reckon, I don't know. (Laughter) 
Anyhow, anyhow, you know going that long and you hardly 
ever seen a woman just once in a while you seen one, not 
very often. But, eh, our camp was quarantined, can't 
get in, you know, we was off, they was pretty strict at 
that time. (Oh) 
JD: Did you, did you have time when you were over in France 
to write back home, er, - tYeah+ - could you write back home 
and get stamps and send the 
GJ: Yeah, we had, eh, the YMCA we could get stamps there 
we could get paper there and envelopes. Well, we didn 1 t 
have to have stamps, I don't mean that. We had paper and 
envelopes, but, eh, over there we didn't use stamps, they 
shipped it. They, the United States stamps shipped it. 
They stamped it theirself. (Oh, I see) Didn't have no 
stamp on it, and we didn't have no stamps, all we had 
was paper and envelopes, and eh, YMCA paper and YMCA 
envelopes and then they would ship it over, stamp it 
theirself. 8ourse that was all read over before, eh, 
before we got before we got it over here because we 
wasn't allowed to seal them. We left them unsealed. 
JD: Did they tell you certain things you couldn't write or 
you couldn't put in? 
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GJ: Yeah, they did, yeah. Now if you did say something like 
that they would, eh, take a big ole black pencil and run 
through that then they'd put it back and then seal it up 
and send it on. Eh, my mother said that she got two or 
three letters that was, eh, that a way, there was something 
I told that wasn't supposed to have been. (Laughter) 
JD: Did you, did you have too much trouble getting mail from 
the States over there -t well, yes+- did it come regularly, 
er, 
GJ: No, we, eh, all all the time I was over there I just got 
one letter. (one letter) It was from, eh, my girlfriend. 
(Oh, I see) I didn't even get any from my mother, but 
she said she wrote. My sister wrote, but I didn't get 
them. They got waylayed somewhere, and then course when 
we left over there they didn't ship them back they just 
dumped them. (Dumped them) Yeah. And, eh, so, eh, 
I don't know, we had, eh, we had a little ole candle 
about three inches long; 'bout as big ais your finger, 
and that's what we had to use. And we stayed over there 
in what they call a billet. A billet was a stone building 
and, eh, we had a ladder on the outside that went up to 
the door was open, eh, the window was open, was what it 
was, we went through that window. Underneath us, down 
in the floor, they was 40 sheep in there. They had a 
lot but they stayed in that.a whole lot and the lot, too. 
We went down there one day and counted them, we counted 
40 sheep. (sheep) Yeah.-tlaughter1- (laughter) And, eh, 
but they didn't bother us any, I guess, but, eh, we got 
in with, eh, a French, an old Frenchman, his, eh, his 
wife, his daughter's, no, yeah, his daughter's husband 
got killed over there. And, course, she was staying 
with him. Then we went over there and got him, got 
talking to him, we got so we could talk to him a little 
bit, and, eh, he had, eh, he had candles, he had candles 
that were pretty long and great big ones, see. And we'd 
go over there and he'd put us a candle out and light it 
and we'd sit over there and write a letter, cause that 
little old candle (( End of first side of tape)) 
Ready? (Yeah) When, eh, he would light, he'd light one 
of them big candles and we would set there and write, eh, 
write letters home, and then he would go get us a great 
big ole mug of, eh, white wine. He'd give us a great 
big ole mug of white wine apiece, and, then after we'd 
leave we'd give him, oh, we gave him 10 or 15 cents 
apiece, you know,for using the candle and the wine, too, 
but he, he didn't charge anything for the wine, didn't even 
charge anything for the candle. But, during the day 
sometimes, eh, long in the evening I'd sneak over to the 
mess hall, me and Walter would, we'd go inside and nose 
around and we threw three or four loaves of bread out the 
window. (laughter) We 1 d carry him bread, and he said 
that bread tasted like, eh, honey to him or tasted like 
cake. And we even got him a can of peaches, two or three 
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GJ1 (Can't) cans of peaches. We threw two or three cans 
of peaches out. (laughter) Course, if they caught us, 
they'd put us in the mess hall for the rest time. They 
didn't catch us and we carried them over to her, to them, 
carried peaches, and then we had, eh, I noticed the old 
man's socks wasn't very good and we had about 10 or 15 
pair of socks apiece and we carried socks over to him, 
you know, to help him out, and he was just tickled to 
death over new socks and eh, anything we had that way 
we even carried, we even give him a couple of blankets 
at that time, But whenever they changed camps sometimes 
the men, you know, would have two or three extra blankets 
well, they would, eh, they'd leave the blankets for the, 
in the mess, in their room, see, and go on cause every 
time you moved they inspected you. (Oh) They put you, 
they had everything out, they inspected everything you 
had, Everytime they moved they changed camps over there, 
If you had anything in th.ere that you wasn't supposed to, 
they just take it out and put it in their pocket or throw 
it off, the officers would, just keep it theirself, They 
didn't · . let us have it, but they'd keep it theirs elf. 
So, when we left over there, we had, eh, · we had about 8 blankets, 
about 4 apiece extra, course we couldn't take 'em cause 
they wouldn't let us. So we carried them over and give 
them to this old man. Course, it just tickled him to 
death, because he was short, like I said, we'd already 
give him one apiece, and, and then we carried them over 
and give them to him, and we give him about 12 pair of 
socks apiece, and I don't know what all, anything that we 
we had gathered up while we's in, while we's in France. 
But every time you changed camps you had to lay all your 
stuff out and they'd go along and check it. If there was 
anything in there that wasn't supposed, they'd throw it 
out to one side, But, eh, I don't know, I g ot, we got in 
with that old man and he would, eh, this fellow, he'd give 
us white wine, er, red wine, er, I got mad at him though 
when I left. The day I left up out there, well, he gave 
me a glass of white wine, I thought it was, and he was, it 
was, eh, glass of whiskey. (Oh) And, eh, it looked like 
white wine, but it was a glass of whiskey. He had it 
dovmstairs, he made· it down in our, in the basement, and 
he had about 15 or 20 of them great big ole barrels of 
wine. He sold some of it and he was using it and he would 
sell it, too. And, eh, I drank it, cause I was in a hurry, 
I was going from the billet where I was staying over to 
get in line, and I had my pack on, and I drank that right 
on down. I didn't know it was, eh, I didn't know it was 
whiskey. And before I got on over to line up, (you knew) 
I couldn-' t, I cov.ldn' t carry my sack. I had -tlaughter}-
I had my sack on the ground and was a draggin' it, 
(laughter) -tlaughter}- Walter Hamilton, he like to died a 
laughin•, because it just hit me all at once. And I, I, 
I could swear, I couldn't carry that bag at all, I just 
had to drag it. And, eh, I got over there and lined up 
to move camp, see, I mean little ole thing s like that 
happen. But, eh, we finally t;ot back into Brest, France, 
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GJ: (Con't) to come back home. Well, whenever we was supposed 
to come, we was supposed to leave that morning and, eh, 
but the next morning they put another, another bunch of 
people in on the boat that we was supposed to come on, 
because one of our, one of our bunch of people vmsn' t 
there, see. (Oh, I see) And we had to wait on them to 
come in. Well, they had men when they come in they just 
had three or four rowboats in there, and they just, eh, 
divided up and put us on a boat. The boat I come over 
on was, would've only held 1,400 people, But, eh, we 
had it pretty nice there in, eh, Brest while we was 
waitin', We didn't do anything but just, eh, clean our 
guns and wash our shoes. Then when we started over to 
the United States ·we packed our guns in, eh, some kind 
of doblin, doblin, they called it doblin, looked like 
brown grease, they packed all these guns in down in 
there and shipped them. They was, they wasn't, we 
didn't carry them over, and, eh, but we took our;bag, we 
took everything but the gun and the messkit. Then when 
we got over to the United States then they, eh, issued 
the guns and messkits, the guns and barracks, and we 
had to clean them. (Oh, I see) Before we turned them in 
we had to clean them at Camp Lee, er, Camp Dix, New 
Jersey, before we turned them in, see. But, eh, anyhow 
we started across and it only held 1,400 men and 450 
of them was colored people. And, eh, so somebody said 
that they wasn't no colored people in the first world 
war, but they was. -{.laughter}- (These were all soldiers 
that had been in France?) I'd say they'd been in there 
a long, long time. They had all kinds of things on their 
shoulders to show how long they been in there and every-
thing. Some had been in there the first of the war. Some 
had been wounded and they come on back in there about the 
same time we got to leave. They put that company in 
with us. So we had 1,400 men. We started out and, eh, we 
was out, oh I guess vre was 14 days coming over. We's 12 
days going over to France from the United States and we's 
14 days coming back. But when we got in, eh, got out in 
the ocean a little bit, I guess about 8 or 10 days, some-
thing like that, about 8 days coming back, that we, we got 
into a storm. I mean it was a storm, too. And, eh, that 
old boat tostled around and and, eh, you could stand on 
the back deck and if the old boat went between two waves 
(laughter) you could look straight up and see the sky. 
(laughter) -{.laughter-}- ·That's just exactly how big them 
waves was, they was as big as mountains. They tossed us 
around out there and we went about JOO miles south. They 
couldn't, they couldn't even guide the boat, there was too 
much wind. P.nd we had that, we had that storm all one day 
and all one night, and, eh, during that time they sprung 
a leak in the boat. And, eh, they had, eh, we slept in 
hammocks, see, we'd swing in the night, they'd swing back 
and forth in the night -{.laughter}- and I got seasick going 
over, but it just lasted three days going over, it lasted 
about three days, I mean two days going back and about 
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GJ: (Con't) three days going over. When I got, so, that 
night, eh, the next morning we got up and we had to 
help put get motors up on top and put pipes from from 
the, eh, big rubber pipes from the motors down in the 
deck, downstairs in the hull, and eh they was four of 
them, four of them big run 8 inch, 8 inch line, well, 
a six inch water line was what it was, six inch plastic 
line, and them hose line and they was four of them 
on deck and they only had four, four pipes. (oh) 
And we put them in there and set them there to put 
run the water down in, down in the hull. We could go 
down there and it looked like it was half full of water 
then • .And we, them pumps run 24 hours a day and they 
put a man on each pump guardin' it all the time. I 
guarded it I think about two or three nights, two or 
three days I guarded it, two or three nights I guarded it. 
So if it stopped we had to go get the, get the mechanic 
to start it, see. (yeah) And then, eh, them things 
run 24 hours a day and the boat was still si!lkin'. 
(sinkin', laughter) And when we got into New York, well, 
we went almost, see, the boat wasn't running too fast 
when we got to New York, but, it was floating along 
that's about all it done, and, eh, when we landed in 
New York, well, they put the gangplank for us to all 
get out and don't you don't you think we didn't get out. 
(out, laughter) -tlaughter+-
JD: You was glad, Now, was that, you were telling me the 
other night about the fish. -tYeah+- That, that was on 
the boat -tcomin' over+- comin' over, comin' back to 
the United States? -tYeah+-
GJ: Yeah, about, eh, we'd been out about two days was all 
we'd been out, and so we'd had fish for supper. And 
I watched them clean 'em, they didn't clean 'em. They 
had big fish and they cut them half in two, threw 'em 
in the skillet and fried 'em. And, eh, so, I got sick and 
I couldn't eat none. I eat a bite or two, but I couldn't 
eat 'em. Not, and all the rest, none hardly too many of 
them eat it. But these colored people, it didn't hurt 
them. They went back and got seconds. But our mess 
hall, eh, mess sargent, the next morning he got up, he 
½as really sick. Well, they sent him to, eh, quarantine 
in there, sa.~e as the place to, hospital like, sick bay, 
they call it, besides they was about 50 more in that 
sick bay. He was in there, too, and two days later he 
died. He was poisoned, so much poison. (died from it) uh huh. 
Yeah, the old captain said that's what killed hitt was 
the poison from that fish. It might have been one that 
had been thawed out a time or two or something and he 
got ahold of a real bad one. But, eh, all, eh, a whole 
bunch of them was sick, There was about 50 in the sick 
bay besides him and then he died. Well, we put him in a 
steel casket (steel) yeah, it was a steel casket, and we 
put, took him up on the third deck and, eh, they had ,a 
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GJ: (Con•t) cover there, was steel for to put the casket 
in if you wanted to, and, eh, we put, we bolted the 
casket down and then we, it scooted over the top of 
that and we bolted that down and sealed it, they put 
sealing all around that, the steel thing, and bolted 
that down real good so, you know, it wouldn't, couldn't 
no water rush in for the waves was breakin' over third 
deck. Clear over top of the boat. We seen waves, eh, 
you know go from here clear over top of the boat in 
that little boat. (Oh) And, eh, I don't see how it 
ever stayed up, I mean, you know, it don't look like 
it would, but I guess they was enough in there to keep 
it going. (going) When we got into, got into, eh, New 
York, course they brought this guy, brought him back on 
the land and they had a hearse there waitin' on him when 
he got there, And, eh, I don't know, they, they had, 
they had pretty good eats on the boat comin' over, But, 
eh, this boat comin' over was named Ortega, I don't 
know what nationality it was, but anyhow, the na.111e of 
the boat was Ortega. (Huh) And, eh, yeah, o,r,t,e,g,a, 
Q_rtega. I don't really forgot what nationality it was. 
But, we went over on a Netherland named Netherland, 
That's a Dutch boat. We knew what that was, but I don't 
know what nationality that is. We had the convoy, and 
eh, but, eh, this boat was small, it didn't hold too many 
people, 1,400 wasn't very much. (No) And, eh, 
JD: What did you all do when you got back in New York, where 
did you go from there? 
GJ: Well, when we got in New York _they put us on trains, and 
had trains already sittin' there. And, eh, we got on, 
we got on a train and was shipped on into Camp Dix, New 
Jersey. We stayed there about 3 days before we was 
mustered out. We had to p.;et our, turn our rifles in, and 
anything we had that way, that's all we had to turn in 
was, eh, rifles and bayonets, see. We kept our pack 
and we kept our suit of O.D. clothes we had on, shoes, 
extra pair of shoes. 'il e kept our mess kits and our cups, 
steel helmet and all that stuff, I had all that stuff 
that, eh, all I had for about 3 years when I mustered 
out and came back into Huntington, And some night 
somebody just thought they wanted them and they took 
them all. (took 'em all) Yeah. -~laughter+- I had a 
25 '.J-erman luger and they .got it, too. And, eh, some 
man give it to me while I was over there off the front 
line. And, eh, they took it and took my helmet, and 
the only thing I had ·was this cap left. Everything was 
else was _gone, they took it. I guess they sold it for 
junk or something . (laughter) I even had a hand grenade. 
I mean, a real hand grenade, but, eh, I was on the field 
one day practicin' and we was throwing hand grenades, 
course we didn't throw the, the metal ones, we threw 
tin ones like. We had, we was practicin' hand grenades 
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GJ: (Con't) so, eh, one of them didn't go off, went over in 
behind and didn't go off that night, that evening, so 
that night, I just ventured out to see if I could find 
it. (laughter) Like crazy. (laughter) But ,anyhow, 
we pulled, I pulled the pin out, I throwed, I remember 
throwin' it, and it went over the think we's throwin' 
at and it, it never went off, And I ventured out that 
evening , I thought, well now if I find it, well maybe 
I can bring it home with me. (yeah) Well, I didn't 
find that one, but I found one of them made out of 
iron, metal,they had little squares in them about that 
big .(heavy) Heavy, real heavy. I found one of them 
and, eh, I brought that home, brought that, eh, back 
to the carnp where I was at, and then about two days 
later I found a firing pin, one of those that had the 
fire in it. But, eh, this one had, eh, been shot somehow 
or other and, eh, but, eh, wasn't, wasn't alive, see. 
Well I brought it in and I placed it in this other hand 
grenade and I, see I scraped all that in, inside out 
of that hand grenade and soaked it in water and everything 
else, wasn't nothing in it. (yeah) And then that, this 
firing thing was, cap was no good. I found me a pin 
and I found that ring with a pin, ~in, pinned the ring 
up and I found, see, supposed to jerk it out and .wait two or 
three seconds and then throw it, see. And, eh, anyhow, 
eh, I, I found all that, brought that all back home and 
they stole it, too. 
JD: Was the training , did you think it was back then, or were 
you used to working on the form, on the farm out in 
Illinois and it didn't bother you? 
GJ: Na, the training didn't bother me at all. I, I, I, some 
couldn't take it but it didn't bother me any. 
JD: Now it was in training you were telling me about 
those straw ticked mattresses? 
GJ: We had them in Camp Lee, Virg inia. (Oh, in Virginia) 
Camn Lee, Virginia, we had,eh, we had ticks we nut straw 
in and that's -- what we slept on. We slept on these here 
straw ticks. And, eh, they was no pillows. (laughter) 
And when we changed camps, we had to dump this all out 
into a big bag like, and they'd burn it. And then, eh, 
when we got to the other -camp, we'd change camps, then 
we had to fill up a new straw, a big straw saclc. Well 
the day we left, the day we was supposed to leave Camp 
Lee, we dumped all of ours out. Well then we found out 
we wasn't gonna go, we was quarantined in there for JO 
more days. Well I had to, we all had to go get some 
other clean tick, several had the itches from it, then 
we had to fill up with straw again and carry it back 
to where the barracks was at and get in bed again. The 
next morning , the next morning , it was early in the 
morning before we even got in. (got to bed) 
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GJ: (Con't) And then, eh, course we had, eh, they blowed the 
rev-, blowed taps the next morning for breakfast, you 
know, and couldn't hardly get half of them out. A lot, 
lot of them wanted to stay in because they'd been up 
till almost daylight a tryin' to get their ticks filled 
up, But, eh, most of them got up and got something 
to eat. (eat) They had, eh, like I said, they had, eh, 
those eggs, and, eh, once in a while we would get a 
fried egg in Camp Lee, Virginia, but not very often. 
When we•s overseas we didn't see 'em we just got the, eh, 
dried eggs and but, eh, overseas they had, eh, regular 
potatoes because they come in there in, in sacks, 100 
pound sacks. Well, they, you know how they fill these 
100 pound sacks on these farms, they just scoop 'em in 
there. They had a great big vat that they cooked the 
potatoes in and, eh, they just picked up that big ole 
100 pound sack, cut the top of it out, and just dumped 
it dovm in that big old vat, mud, rocks, and all. 
(everything) And they wasn't washed. I mean, when they 
got out of there there would be muddy water in there. 
They'd dish them out, too. And, eh, -~laughtert-
and we didn't have no place over there to eat, we 'd eat 
off of the brick wall.- Everybody had brick walls, Seemed 
like they was about two feet high all around, and we 
eat off of that brick wall, and if it was raining we 
had to hold our helmets over our food to keep it from 
gettin' wet, (Oh) -~laughter}- Didn't know what I eat 
over there. When in Christmas they gave us a wooden, eh, 
brought some wood in there and built us a shelter to eat 
on, our company. They had a nice shelter and it rained 
that day but didn't have no, it just nailed on top didn't 
have no cover on it, just nailed up there pretty close. 
It leaked several places in there but we got away from 
that. And we eat in the, eh, we eat in the, eh, that 
cover on Christmas Day. And then they left it up there 
until New Year's Day, The next day after New Year's 
Day they tore it down, When we left over there it was 
still laying on the ground. (ground) Sure it was. 
JD: What did you have for Christmas dinner? Do you remember? 
GJ: Well, yeah, we had, eh, we had, eh, chicken I believe 
it was. They had, eh, yeah, they had chicken, that's 
overseas in Sambien, France we had chicken, a lot of 
people around there had chickens to sell but these was 
just canned chickens, they come in there in cans. We had 
that and we had bread, and they made gravy, had gravy 
and they had potatoes, had mashed potatoes with chicken 
and gravy and they had bread. And we had a pretty go od 
dinner.(for Christmas Day) Yeah, and then we had that 
same thing for New Year's Day, 
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JD: Did you, when you were overseas or going over or coming 
back did you have any songs that you all would sing 
that were favorite songs, er, 
GJ: Yeah, we did then, but I don't,(don't remember) it's 
Over, Over There, or something like that and we had 
several we sing, but I don't, I don't remember. 
JD: Movie stars, or anything like that? 
GJ: I don't think we had any then. (then) I think Charlie 
Chaplin was the only movie star we had, - tlaughtert -
JD: How long was it when you got back into camp over in the 
Uni- , over here before you actually got back to Huntington. 
before you got to come back home? 
GJ: Well, we's, eh, discharged from Camp Dix, New Jersey, 
well, we arrived back in the United States on February the 
19th, 1919, and, eh, we's discharged from 8amp Dix, New 
Jersey on March 7, 1919. We got on a bus, we got on a 
train there that day and we's back in here that, eh, 
whole, we got on a train that night, , yeah, we's back 
in here the next day, long about noon. And, eh, see 
this, we went over as a replacement and they attached 
us to the Sunset Division or the 41st Division, they 
called it Sunset. And, eh, we came back, we was dis-
charged out of that. 
JD: What did you do after you got back home here in Huntington? 
GJ: I went back, went over to, I went back over to Owens 
Glass Company. I was working at Owens Glass Company when 
I went overseas. (oh, I see) When I went in the army. 
And, eh, I came back and went over to the glass factory 
and they gave me the same job I had. 
JD: Same, you got your same job back. Do you remember 
anything about, oh, when the war ended President Wilson 
and the peace treaty and wanting to join the League of 
Nations and us not joining the League of Nations, was 
there too much said locally about it, or did you think 
too much about it, er, 
GJ: No, there wasn't too much. Everybody was, eh, glad to 
get out of there, and then after we got home then they 
put all this in the paper about joining this and joining 
that and they wanted me to join back in, eh, eh, I wouldn't 
do it, but, eh, they tried to get me to join back. Not, 
not where, he said I wouldn't have to go overseas. I 
could join and I guess I was crazy, but if I had've, I'd 
have been clear out of it now. (laughter) I would've 
been pitchin' a bitch. (laughter) 
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JD: Did, did you save your newspaper that you showed me 
where it had the war is ended over there, did you save 
it 6r did someone back here save it? 
GJ: No, I saved it. (You saved it, you had it?) Yeah. It 
was, eh, well, no, I'll take that back. My mother saved 
it. (She saved it for you.) For me, yeah. And that's 
where, she saved it for me and that's where I cut it 
out and put it in that picture. But, eh, General, 
General Pershing died, course I had that, I, I got that 
and, eh, and all that. But he, she, Moth.:., Mother had 
saved that, yeah. I remember now. I didntt get, I didn't 
get it out of the paper, she did. But I thought maybe, 
she thought maybe I'd like to have (have) it. I bought a 
picture of a, what they call a, we call them bugs, 
they call them cooties over there. (Oh, laughter) And, 
eh, the one I got is, is magnified up about that big 
around. Course, they're real small. (Yeah) And, eh, 
they'd get them on you you'd almost have to shave you 
to get 'em off. 
JD: Did a lot, did any of the guys in your outfit get 'em or 
-tYeah}- run into 'em? 
GJ: Yeah, we, they got'em, yeah. (Yeah) But, eh, when we 
started across to go out of, out of Camp Lee, Virginia, 
one guy had 'em, and he was hairy as he could be all 
over, his legs, his body and head, and they tried to 
kill 'em and they couldn't do nothing with 'em. There 
was so many of 'em in that hair, they just sit him upon 
a table out in the yard and just sheared him. -tlaughter}-
(They sheared him, laughter) Sheared him all over. 
All over his body and his h~ad and all and, and, eh, then 
they sent him back over to the hospital. And, eh, we 
heard after that that they, they didn't, they didn't send 
him over, they sent him back home. After the war was 
over they sent him on back home. But, eh, he was a funny 
lookin' thing, I'll tell you. He just didn't have no 
hair (hair) when they got done with him. (they got through 
with him) They give us stuff to put on our body to try 
to protect from cooties, they call them. And this picture 
I got is a pretty good size picture, but it looks like a 
spider. (spider) It looks like a white spider; exactly. 
And that's what they looked like. Course they was real 
small. And, eh, but they said they looked like a white 
spider, and I got a picture of one magnified up at home. 
I never thought about lookin' for it, I might have brought 
it. (Oh, that's all right) But, eh, in the Camp Dix, 
New Jersey, we was there just a few days, two or three 
days, and shipped on back home. But, eh, while, eh, 
while we's overseas we had it pretty nice I guess most 
all the time. One time, one time there was a bunch of 
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GJ: (Con't) men's comin' over from the front was comin' 
back into, into Brest, France, and they didn't have 
enough room for them to stay. So we built 'em a 
barracks, of a night, we built in the night. We drove, 
eh, we would leave, eh, our camp and go into by truck 
and go to these barracks, the place we's buildin', 
we'd wheel concrete, nail boards, and we worked 24 
hours a day on it. We worked 20 hours a day. We 
wroked 20 hours a day, we only had four hours rest 
all that time. And we got breakfast in the morning 
and midnight that night we got another meal. Now that's 
all we got. (Yeah) Two meals a day. (Oh) And we worked,eh, 
I think we worked about five days, when we was working, 20, 
20 hours a day, about 5 days, trying to get them barracks, 
and as soon as we got 'em done then the next day here 
they come in. (in, you got them done just in time) 
Just got 'em in time, that's all. But, eh, while we's 
in Camp Lee we only got during the third morning we 
only got two meals a day. But that was alL right. We 
got pretty good meals, twice a day. But, eh, you get 
meals in the morning, that evening about seven o'clock 
they'd feed us again. Then we wouldn't get fed no more 
till the next morning. I mean, we didn't, that didn't 
worry us any because we was standin' guard most of the 
time. And all the rest, I don't know what they did 
with the sick ones, I never did find out, whether they 
fed them more than that or not. (laughter) But, we 
only got two meals a day. And that's the only time we 
was in the barracks was to go in there and get something 
to eat and come right back out. But we stayed in the 
camp, er, stayed in the tents and I think that 1 s what 
kept me and Walter from, probably from taking' the flu. 
We wasn't quar-, we wasn't cooped up with all the rest 
of 'em. (with all the rest of them that had it) And 
we took salts,they had salts, we had a bit, eh, barrel 
of salts and we, eh, every day or tvm, er, about every 
day we drank us a little bit of that. (Yeah) That 
kept our bowels open good, you see, and we never did 
take it any more. Just lucky, I guess. (guess, laughter) 
JD: Did you pick up weight or lose weight while you were in? 
GJ: I was, I picked up weight. (You did) When I left here 
I was, eh, drafted in the army, and I weigh·ed a 118 
pounds. When I was, when I was discharged from Camp Dix, 
tew Jersey, I weighed a 163 pounds. (laughter) 
JD: The food must have agreed with you then. 
GJ: The food agreed with me, I guess. I wouldn't have thought 
I would pick up that much, but I just kept pickin' up and 
pickin' up. Come back with a barrel almost. (laughter) 
But, eh, I felt good, felt real good. I mean, I wasn't, 
I wasn't sick nary a time during the army. I was in, in 
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GJ: (Con't) good health all the time. Even, I even had to, 
eh, cook for the, eh, when they had the sick there for 
a while, I had to cook, I had to go help the, eh, captain, 
they was a captain, two captains, I believe, and three 
or four lieutenants and all, they had their own head-
quarters, see. And, eh, I went there and cooked for 
them for a while and even washed the dishes there, and, 
eh, cleaned up for 'em. I, I think, I think we's down 
there for about two or three days. (yeah) Had to go 
of the morning and then and then, eh, back that evening 
after we washed the dishes up and got the place cleaned 
up. They thought it was nice, you know, to get somebody 
because you couldn't ((End of tape)) 
